
A MODEST PROPOSAL AP LANG ESSAY

A Modest Proposal Outline Read the proposal carefully. Then, in a well- developed essay, analyze the rhetorical
strategies Swift uses to sway his audience.

The state of Ireland is well described by Swift in this piece. As a solution, the preposterous proposal suggests
that the Irish eat their own babies; as it is logically viable, and economically profitable: a condition adhering to
the rational mentality of the age of reason. He accomplishes such criticism through satire, specifically
Juvenanlian satire. The procedure for a visa application can last for old ages. I propose my game show.
Showing the possible immigrants ruthlessly contending for a alteration at a legal life in the U. In the world
today there are approximately 6 billion people, many being children. Alternatively of puting people who have
made sex-tapes and been arrested on the red-carpet. In decision. He explores the miserable fate of
poverty-striven Irish whose struggle in vain in an effort to feed their huge emaciated families. In order to help
the country, Swift challenges the country. He convinces his readers that his proposal can solve the prevalent
issue during his time. Many readers at the time rejected the essay because they failed to understand the irony.
He attacks the society by carelessly endorsing cannibalism in hopes to help Ireland through their economic
crisis. He also exposed the corruption in society by using a sly, yet polished voice. Growing up with a single
mother and no father, Swift knew what hard times and struggles were like Jonathan Swift: Biography. I
believed that Swift added cannibalizing children to the subject matter to give his proposal a more profound
and eye-opening effect, but my readings further piqued my interests on the topic. Through his proposal, he is
able to get his point across. The Judgess will be an ethnically diverse group of Americans. Since there was a
famine, Swift proposes the idea that people sell their one year old children to the rich so they would not be a
burden to their family. Swift was a fervent Irish patriot who was disgusted by the flourishing trend of beggars
and hungry children that flooded the streets of his beloved country. In his work he outlines the pros of eating
unwanted children of Ireland for economical benefits in a time of great poverty. This short story takes place
during a famine. American society provenders off the world telecasting industry. When the people of Dublin
are suffering from poverty and overpopulation, Swift writes up a satirical hyperbole that mocks the heartless
Irish attitudes towards the poor. He addresses Irish poverty and contends that the problem can be solved, and
the economy saved by eating Irish babies. Showing the despair of immigrants will besides do American
citizens more thankful. He proposes the idea that an unwanted child should be fattened up then feed to
landlords or have their meat sold in the market. In doing so he manifested a clear cut image of how backwards
and corrupted the state of Ireland really was in the hands of the English. Marketing this world show will
besides pour money into the economic system. This proposal is anything but modest but the title goes with the
essay. Laymen and intellectuals during the late seventeenth century distributed political pamphlets containing
different ideas throughout Ireland. This proposal that he has come up with is a very inhuman and controversial
one when it comes to being socially acceptable. However some social commentators, such as Jonathan Swift
in his pamphlet A Modest Proposal, use clever, targeted, and ironic criticism to bring the social state of Ireland
to the attention of indolent aristocrats. In the process, he emphasizes the number and extent of Ireland's social
ills and the indifference and neglect with which they have been treated. He wrote this essay to show how
undeveloped and bad the state of Ireland is and the social classes. This approval is frequently overlooked by
those citizens who have grown up with such autonomy all their lives. The author portrays and attacks the cruel
and unjust oppression of Ireland by its oppressor, the mighty English and ridicules the Irish people at the same
time. The game show will dwell of 10 episodes. Hoping for an chance to get down a new life. Belonging
neither in their state of beginning. With all of the hideous world Television shows on air today. This topic is
relatable as this is a social issue that plagues many countries in the present age.


